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When “War In Heaven” entered my hands for the first time, I was listening to this album without
mercy. It spended few weeks inside my player. After listening to it so many times, this material
still smashes me into a million pieces. “War In Heaven” is one of that CDs, to which you come
back very often. Why? Because it’s an awesome music, and what’s more played on the
old-school tradition, and that matters to me, because that’s what I like the most. If we also add
the fact, that between that dead sounds there is a lod of Devil- we’ve got a honey for my dark
soul. EVIL MACHINE is created by non-random crewmembers from and old, Metal Guard: Hal
(Vader), Cyjan (Dead Infection), Cyprian (Conquest Icon) of finally possessed by hell Seba
Semihazah. On the reccording session appeared also some well-known guests : Cezar from
Christ Aony (he made an awesomo job in song “diabeł), Seth (Behemoth) oraz Peter from
Vader. That smelling with hell’s stench album contains of ten, destroying everything
old-sounding compositions. There are a lot of memories from 80’s here. Echoes of Celtic Frost,
Hellhammer, old Kreator, Poison, Venom or Sodom. Could it be better?  Gentlemen doesn’t try
to be originial, but they play what’s in their heart, and as they’re an old veterans, so they’re
totally into old metal classics. Also surprising is very archaic, dirty sound. Material was recorded
in a different studios, but for the final mix in went to Hertz Studio, which is known from clear,
steril sounding productions. This time material haven’t been marked with this stigma and  kept
dirty, basement sound. In the semo moment it sounds very selective.
 It’s also worth mentioning, that next to the author’s songs of bend there are two mervelously
played cover. First one is “Power From Hell” with total vocal’s of Peter (Vader), and secound
one comest with repertoir of NWOBHM Gods- Venom “Die Hard”.  And also here band reduced
to dust everything that’s holy. I’d like to hear more of music like that. If from some unexlainable
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reasons you haven’t had a chance to have a closer look at this hell’s stench creation, I
recommened to listen to it really quickly, because later there will be scretching teeths and
ripping hairs. I wish to EVIL MACHINE, that their ass-kicking debut will have a vinyl version.
“War In Heaven” deserves that kind of release. Write for CD for label : sklep@arachnophobia.pl
or directly to the band evilmachineband@gmail.com
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